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           Natural Play Areas:

Oregon Parks and Recreation Department 
(OPRD) seeks to reconnect youth with nature 
through Stepping Stones; a series of Natural 
Play Areas designed to encourage more 
confident, creative interaction with Oregon’s 
natural world.

Introduction

“If you’ve ever climbed trees, 
rolled down hills, scrambled 
up rocks, made mud pies, 
dammed up water, hidden 
in grass, played house in 
bushes, built snow shelters, 
dug in sand, played in dirt, 
planted seeds, jumped in 
leaves, tracked animals, 
or had fun outside in 
other, similar ways, you’ve 
experienced natural play.” 
Ron King, AIA



“Natural Play Areas are 
outdoor spaces designated 
for play that are made of 
natural components such 
as plants, logs, water, 
mud, boulders, hills and 
trees.  These components 
represent the larger wild 
environment in a way that 
feels safe and manageable 
to young visitors and their 
parents while inviting 
imaginative and explorative 
play.”       

NPA Workshop, 2009

                     Stepping Stones:

Stepping Stones are a series of Natural Play Areas found 
in a range of settings from the urban to the wild, with the 
goal of increasing youth confidence and creativity when 
interacting with nature.   

Overarching goal is to aid in the state (and national)  •
effort to better connect youth with nature.  

A participatory design process that will serve as a  •
template for how to design and build for Natural Play 
Areas.  

In addition to building play areas in state parks, the  •
design process and model designs will be “packaged” for 
use by other park providers applying for LWCF and local 
grant funding.

Other park providers can build their own Natural Play  •
Areas through targeted grant funding program. 
 

What is the 
OPRD program?



What is the 
OPRD program?

OPRD Stepping Stones Program

Pilot Program 
to build NPAs in 
State Parks

“Package” the 
process 

Grant funding 
program for cities 
and counties

Build NPAs in 
cities, rural area, 
pacific coast, 
eastern Oregon, 
etc.

Review, improve  
& share process



            When play happened ‘with’ 
 something instead of  ‘on’ something:

When did we decide that a child’s play was all about the static equipment?  •

Joy came from the interaction of the children with each other and their delight  •
in quite simple, moveable toys like hoops and tops, balls and sticks

They’re playing dress-up and stacking bricks, and joining in group games  •
whose rules and structure help a child learn about interacting with others 
within a framework.

Natural Play is old...



                     Play Becomes Structured:

A reaction to industrialization, urbanization  --loss of play space  •

Joseph Brown was inspired by the tensile qualities of structures that  •
required not only balance but also cooperation with others ‘on the ropes’.

In 1954, he exhibited models of “play Communities,” designated to re- •
establish play as “a preparation for the responsibilities of maturity.” 

Joe Brown’s work forms the basis for the tensile climbing structures  •
commercially available today.

Changing Play...



                Adventurous Play Structures:
There was a 60’s groundswell for something abstract in nature,                 •
so as to inspire creative projection rather than a prescribed response. 

Thomas Hoving, parks commissioner declared in 1965 “When people  •
begin attacking us for being too far out, that’s when we’ll know we are 
really trying out constructive new plans that our children deserve.”

By 1967, Jay Jacobs, writing in Art in America, decreed that “the public  •
playground is suddenly in the midst of a renascence as designers, 
sculptors, painters, and architects strive to create a new world of color, 
texture, and form for toddlers.”

Changing Play...



 “Standardization is 
dangerous because 
play becomes simplified 
and the child does not 
have to worry about their 
movements.”      
                                        
Helle Nebelong, 
Childrens Play Area 
Designer

                          Play Safely Rules:

The most frequent injury to children on playground is a  •
fracture of the upper limb resulting from falls from climbing 
apparatus’s. 

The second most common cause of injury to children on  •
playgrounds is falls from slides. 

Fall heights are the largest safety issue for most safety  •
inspectors.                                                   

By playing in the natural environment, children’s  •
coordination, balance skills, and agility improved, free play 
increased, they felt more comfortable about the natural 
environment and their interest in and knowledge about 
nature increased.

The natural environment is a stimulating arena for  •
mastering and learning processes. 

Changing Play...



                   Fabricated Play Ideas:

“Today unstructured outdoor activity has largely disappeared for  •
many American children,” Marilyn Gardiner, Science Monitor. 

Simple playhouses and tree houses often require building  •
permits.

“Countless communities have virtually outlawed unstructured  •
outdoor nature play, often because of the threat of lawsuits, but 
also because of a growing obsession with order,” Richard Louv. 

Can the trend toward the “de-naturing of childhood” be changed? •

Playing Today...



                     Play is Re-examined:

The value of exploration and intimate encounter with a natural  •
landscape is crucial to mental and physical health, especially for 
children. (Rubenstein, 1998) 

When the senses become dulled through lack of use at a  •
young age, a child may lose, forever, meaningful ways to derive 
satisfaction from his surroundings. (Schierloh, 1998) 

The more varied and rich the natural setting, the greater its  •
contribution to the physical, cognitive, and emotional development 
of the child. (Rivkin, 1997) 

The Future of  Play...



                     The Case for Natural Play:

By playing in the natural environment, children’s coordination, balance  •
skills, and agility improved (Ingunn Fjørtoft and Jostein Sageie, 2004). 

Children with symptoms of Attention Deficit Disorder (ADHD) are better able  •
to concentrate after contact with nature. (Taylor et al. 2001) 

Children with views of and contact with nature score higher on tests of  •
concentration and self-discipline. The greener, the better the scores (Wells 
2000, Taylor et al. 2002). 

Children who play regularly in natural environments show more advanced  •
motor fitness, including coordination, balance, and agility, and they are sick 
less often (Grahn, et al. 1997, Fjortoft & Sageie 2001). 

When children play in natural environments, their play is more diverse with  •
imaginative and creative play that fosters language and collaborative skills 
(Moore & Wong 1997, Taylor et al. 1998, Fjortoft 2000).

The Future of  Play...



                       Stepping Stones:

 The Stepping Stones program will afford a series of site  •
specific Natural Play Areas in a range of environments to 
provide experiences that are expected to benefit youth. 

The future sites will be spread across the state including  •
the development of a natural play areas near a major city, a 
rural town, a coastal town, back country sites at state parks, 
and back country sites adjacent to a designated “wilderness” 
area. 

Each Natural Play Area will act as a ‘stepping stone’ to  •
gradually build knowledge about the outdoors and to develop 
a lasting affinity for outdoor play. 

We have begun by developing a process and site design for  •
a state park in a rural area, Silver Falls Sate Park.

OPRD Program



 
                       Stepping Stones:

Define and implement a participatory process for designing and 
building a Natural Play Area in a State Park: 
 1. Create design/build team 
 2. Apply for grant funding to help with design and aid construction  
 3.  Hold three design workshops at Silver Falls 
 3. Build-in OPRD review process 
 4. Complete construction drawings with review by design team

Build the first Natural Play Area at Silver Falls State Park: 
   1. Hired crew with volunteers to build play area 
 2. Begin construction 
 3. Soft opening to test play area and changes as necessary 
 4. Open play area to public

Review the design process and the effectiveness of the state 
park Natural Play Area in providing the desired experiences: 
 1. Through follow-up monitoring, analysis and recommended     
  refinements   
 2. Develop an interactive “push/pull” natural play area website for     
  children to participate in designing sites and finding sites to visit

OPRD Program



“Oregon Parks                       
& Recreation               
Department seeks to       
create Stepping Stones, a 
series of Natural Play Areas 
found in a range of settings 
from the urban to the wild, 
with the goal of increasing 
youth confidence and 
creativity when interacting 
with nature.  Each Natural 
Play Area will act as a 
‘stepping stone’ to gradually 
build knowledge about the 
outdoors and to develop a 
lasting affinity for outdoor 
play.”        
Stepping Stones White Paper, 
2008

                       Stepping Stones:

This process will be packaged to provide others 
interested in Natural Play Areas a template to work with 
that can be adapted to fit their needs.  This package will 
be made available on the Oregon State Parks web site 
and can be accessed by anyone interested in natural 
Play: 
 
1. Packaging of the design process and model designs for use by    
 other park providers will be made available on the OPRD web site   
 in Summer 2010. 
2.  Promote the project models through the Oregon Parks and    
 Recreation Association and Grant Programs web sites. 
3. The package will include source information on cost estimates,   
 materials, professional advice etc. for design/build options. 
4. Annual reviews will further improve and refine process and criteria   
 as necessary. 
5.  Successful grant applicants will share their process and projects   
 to further widen the knowledge base in Oregon.  The web site will   
 act as a forum and clearing house for Natural Play in Oregon. 
 

OPRD Program



Emerging Natural Play Area Types:
 Structured Play in a Natural Context  •
  Play equipment, Specific Activities, etc. 

 Unprogrammed Play  •
  Collaborative Games, Spontaneous, Imaginative, etc.

 Immersed in Nature  •
  Learning to be outdoors, Confident to go out and explore, etc.

 Nature as Educator  •
  Specific message, guided, school based, knowledge of the natural world, etc.

 Serving Nature on a Plate  •
  Daily nature (shadows of leaves, ant hills), Specific moments (meteor showers), etc.

Natural by Design...



Natural Play by Design
Emerging Approach:

 Emotional Response        •

 Types, From & Materials •

 Activities •

Natural by Design...



                    Emotional Response  
     

 Creativity: “Spontaneous invention and change make for true              •
play and sound child development” (Albinson 20).

Wonder: “Children live through their sense.  Sensory experiences  •
link the child’s exterior world with their interior, hidden, affective 
world…freedom to explore the outdoor environment is essential 
for healthy development”  (Louv, 65).

Exploration: “If children are to…relate to environmental  •
challenges, then we need to let them experience it” (Albinson 25).

Playfulness: “enthralling pleasures of building wigwams in the  •
woods, gathering hickory nuts and apples, hunting frogs, haying 
and harvesting, and scampering barefoot down long, leafy 
lanes…” (Louv, 150).

Natural by Design...



           Types, Form & Materials  
 
List of  Play Types:
Exploratory topography / Small pieces / Malleable & loose materials                    
/ Variety of spaces / Prospect and Repose/ Unprogrammed spaces  / 
Live animals / Wild areas resting spots / Places for first-hand interaction   
/ Things to show change / Opportunities to learn and to teach / 
Opportunities for performance 

Form and Materials for a Play Type:
Exploratory Topography:  Mounds / Curves / Pits / Berms / Stone walls  
/ Sand pits /  Logs / Trees / Water courses 

Natural by Design...



                         Activities 
      
Types of Activities:
Climbing  / Sliding / Swinging  / Variety of spaces / Balancing /    
Digging  / Running / Hiking / Hiding / Walking / Pushing /  Pulling   
/ Jumping / Cooking / Speaking / Singing / Seeking / Knowing /        
Playing / Throwing /     Building / Making / Touching / Napping  /  
Tasting / Seeing 
 
Examples of Subcategories for an Activity:  
Climbing:  Up rocks / Under logs / Up hills and mountains / On    
boulders / Up trees / On ropes / Up ladders

Natural by Design...
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For more information contact:   Mark Davison,   Oregon Parks and Recreation Department
Email:   mark.davison@stte.or.us         Phone:   503 986 0744           Skype:   markdavison


